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Abstract
Many manipulation systems using air flow have been proposed for
object handling in a non-prehensile way and without solid-to-solid contact.
Potential applications include high-speed transport of fragile and clean
products and high-resolution positioning of wafers. This paper discusses
a comprehensive survey of state-of-the art pneumatic manipulation from
the macro scale to the micro scale. The working principles and actuation
methods of previously developed air-bearing surfaces, ultra-sonic bearing
surfaces, air-flow manipulators, air-film manipulators, and tilted air-jet
manipulators are reviewed with a particular emphasis on the modeling and
the control issues. The performance of the previously developed devices
was compared quantitatively.
1 Introduction
Manipulation by pneumatic medium has a long history in industrial application
for conveying materials mostly on flat surfaces where grasping or touch-based
manipulation should be avoided. The very original work of using air flow for
conveying objects goes back a century ago to McGary’s US patent 662,574 [1]
which was granted in 1900 and describing an array of inclined slits through which
generating tilted air-jet for material conveying. Although the patent specifies
the tilted air jet supply and the side guide to form a trough, its application to
handling delicate flat objects has not been issued until semi-conductor business
emerges in 1970s. Wafers are handled in batch processing operations for large
through-put and they are transported through a processing system by titled jets
of compressed air due to the delicacy in the surface of wafers. Along with an
array of inclined air-jet slits on the conveying surface, a braking function was
realized with two sets of vacuum holes in [2] where one set of holes were used for
braking and the other set of holes were used for relatively precise positioning.
More complicated wafer multiprocessing station system in [3] requires many
intersections of transporting lines to move wafers from one station to another.
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The first attempt in modeling the air bearing (or air film in the original
article) was done by Paivanas and Hassan in 1979 [4, 5, 6] where authors assumed
low Reynolds viscous, incompressible, steady, and purely radial flow between
plates. However, the tilted air-jet flow was not modeled analytically. Control
issues such as stopping, rotating, passing through an intersection of tracks were
also discussed, but only open loop control was employed. Controllable air-
jet array table was firstly introduced by Konishi and Fujita in [7]. An array of
controllable micro air-jet valves were fabricated on a silicon wafer using a batch-
processing technique. Not only did they fabricate micro air-jet valves, but also
proposed the concept of distributed manipulation using micro actuator arrays.
Since then, many other types of contactless pneumatic manipulation systems
are introduced such as air bearing using ultrasound [8, 9, 10, 11], manipulation
using passive air flow [12, 13, 14, 15], manipulation using induced air flow [16,
17, 18, 19], manipulation using tilted air-jet array [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].
Although the usage of contactless manipulation systems are dedicated to
some niche markets where products can not be easily manipulated with pre-
hensile tools such as grippers or robotic hands, air bearings are widely used in
industries to transport large, thin and heavy products like glass panels. There
are also relevant to handle fragile, clean, or chemically treated products. For
instance, crystalline solar wafers are extremely fragile and can experience break-
ages brought about by the various handling technologies in the solar cell manu-
facturing chain. Material stress can be generated during the handling process,
destroying the edges or shattering the wafer, or generating microcracks inside the
wafer which are not visible to the human eye. The light weight of the wafers and
their sharp edges make it difficult to consistently position the combs, which ulti-
mately can cause wafer breakage [26]. In the semiconductor industries, low-cost
thin wafer handling has also been identified as one of the difficult challenges in
the 2013 International Technology Roadmap For Semiconductors Roadmap [27].
Although a noticeable technical progress has been made in the pneumatic
manipulation for the last a few decades, there has been no thorough review
study in the robotic community. As more demands immerse in automation
of part handling in food industry, solar cell manufacturers, semi-conductor in-
dustry, and LCD industry, non-prehensile pneumatic manipulation would draw
more interests from industry and also from academia. In this paper, we provide
a summary of recent development of contactless pneumatic manipulation, cur-
rent state of arts, merits and limitations of various air-manipulation systems,
theoretical tools to analyze the phenomenon, and discuss future directions in
the related research area.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First we discuss the issues of
bearing on the bottom of the object and the manipulation flow on top of the ob-
ject in Section 2. Here, we provide summaries of the theoretical analysis on the
air-bearing and manipulation flow. We compare the performance of the previ-
ously developed devices as a summary. In Section 3, we discuss the modeling of
exerting forces for levitation and manipulation. In Sections 4 and 5, we discuss
the two major manipulation strategies, passive manipulation and active control,
respectively. Passive manipulation relies on the distribution of stable equilibria
of flow patterns by sequential operating flow fields. Active control manipula-
tion makes use of visual feedback for object positioning information and uses
the inverse dynamic model to find a desired set of control inputs. We conclude
the article with open challenges in non-prehensile pneumatic manipulation in
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Section 6.
2 Principles and devices
2.1 Air-bearing surfaces
Air bearing tables produce a cushion of air beneath the object through tiny holes
like popular air hockey tables. Air bearings are widely used to transport large,
thin and heavy products like glass panels [28]. Air bearing tables realize only the
levitation of product, the motion is realized by another principle. For instance,
gravity can be used to slide the substrates towards a direction. Conveyor belts
acting on the edge of objects are widely used to index the parts in a production
line. Pister et al. [29] demonstrated an original way of motion using electrostatic
field.
Another way to produce a cushion of air is to use porous media in place of
holes as proposed by Newway Air Bearings1 and Portec2 companies. As the
porous media can be machined, this method allows to design large conveyors
with very planar surface. Moreover, it produces a very homogeneous cushion of
air that reduces turbulence inherent to air exhaust. Lee et al. [30] examined the
correlation between inlet pressure, the rate of air flow, and the floating height of
the glass to gain a deeper understanding of the distribution of pressure beneath
the substrate and the means by which this is influenced by the permeability of
porous materials. A few papers provide also some comparisons between bearings
with different orifices and with porous feeding systems [31, 32]. To reduce the
levitation height and to improve the stiffness of the suspension, negative pressure
areas can be distributed throughout the whole surface [33].
2.2 Ultrasound bearing surfaces
Instead of pressurized air fed through orifice or porous media in aerostatic bear-
ings, ultrasound bearings can lift a substrate over a vibrating plate (sound
radiator). This levitation effect firstly reported in 1964 by Salbu [34] is known
as squeeze film levitation (also called as near field acoustic levitation). The use
of squeeze film levitation for production handling purposes are described for the
first time the end of the 1990s [35, 9, 11, 36].
For squeeze film levitation, the levitated object must have a planar surface,
and is placed extremely close (µm-range) to the vibrating surface. The pressure
in the gap between the substrate and the vibrating surface rises due to the cyclic
compression and decompression of the thin gas film resulting in a mean pressure
p¯r exceeding the ambient pressure p0. Typical gap sizes are between 25 µm and
300 µm. Implemented industrial applications covers a large range of sizes from
end effectors for wafer and parts pick-and-place to the handling of large and thin
substrates such as flat panel displays, photovoltaic cells, etc. [10, 37, 8, 38] (see
for example ZS-Handling products3). In addition to levitation, a planar object
can be transported by a flexural traveling wave [39, 11]. Ueha et al. [11] reported
1Newway Air Bearings, Aston, USA, http://www.newwayairbearings.com/
2Portec, Aadorf, Switzerland, http://www.portec.ch/
3ZS-Handling, Regensburg, Germany, http://www.zs-handling.com/
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a speed of 700 mm/s for a 90x65 mm Bakelite plate moving on a 609x70x3 mm
duralumin plate excited at 19.5 kHz with vibration amplitude of 20 µm (P-P).
Ultrasound-air-bearing are usually used in conjunction with another prin-
ciple to control the object position. For example, end effectors such as semi-
conductor wafer handlers have side stops to prevent the substrate from sliding
of the gripper [9]. Micro-grippers and top-side handling systems use vacuum
nozzles for self-centering and producing attraction forces [10].
2.3 Air flow manipulators
Air flow manipulation relies on two-dimensional (2D) potential flow fields on top
of flat objects and air bearing on the bottom [13]. Fully developed 2D irrota-
tional laminar flows are treated as potential flows whose velocity is proportional
to the gradient of the potential and the drag force on the freely floating object
is linearly proportional to the flow velocity (potential flow). A small number
of point flow sinks are used for manipulation in [40] where the exerted force on
a flat object is obtained from the integral of point-wise drag force due to the
air flow induced by flow sinks. Quadratic flow fields can be achieved from a
collection of flow sinks or continuous regions of flow sinks [14].
Instead of air sinks, flow fields can equally be induced by vertical air-jets
coming out of the surface. Laurent et al. [16, 18, 41] used this traction principle
to move a product using an array of vertical air jets to induce desired potential
air flow over the surface. This device is able to move centimeter-sized objects
up to 220 mm/s with millimeter closed-loop positioning accuracy.
2.4 Air-film manipulators
In 2008, Wesselingh et al. [42, 43] introduced a new concept of wafer positioner
based on an array of cells able to generate an air film for both suspension and
propulsion. The realized device consists of a 6 by 6 array of 10x10 mm cells.
Each cell is supply by positively-pressurized inlets and by negatively-pressurized
outlets. The pressure gradient generates an horizontal air flow that exerts a
thrust force to the wafer. Moreover each cell has two inlets and two outlets
placed in each corner. By varying pressure at each of the two inlet points, the
flow inside the cell can be directed in two directions. The cells are etched in a
thin stainless steel plate and have a depth of 10 µm. The complex flow routing to
supply the cells is realized using a 3D printed manifold. The system is designed
for accelerations up to 1 m/s2 in both x and y directions for a 100 mm wafer.
First experiments were realized with low cost reflectance based optical sen-
sors to detect the edge of the wafer. A servo error of 20 µm (P-P) and a
positioning repeatability of 3 µm (STD) were reported [44]. To reduce the er-
ror, some experiments has been done in [45] with Renishaw Tonic encoders that
have a resolution of 10 nm. In this case, a servo error of 0.1 µm (P-P) can be
achieved. However, these sensors require that the encoding scales are etched
directly on the wafer by means of laser engraving.
Suspension is achieved by setting the average pressure in the cell slightly
above ambient pressure. The lower pressure at the exhaust then serves as a
preload for the system, reducing the film height and increasing the stiffness
of the suspension. This design is particularly interesting because, contrary to
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tilted air-jet manipulators, the lifting forces and the propulsion forces can be
adjusted independently. Indeed, the intensity of the thrust force is directly
linked to the pressure gradient whereas the suspension height depends of the
average pressure.
2.5 Tilted air-jet manipulators
The basic principle of titled air-jet manipulators relies on a set of inclined holes
that create an air flow in addition to the air cushion under the object. Combina-
tion of several nozzles with different orientation can produces different functions
such as transfer track, position control track, orientation control track, etc.
The main application in view is the transport and the positioning of wafers
for the semiconductor industry. In the 70s, many devices have been proposed.
The transporting and positioning system patented by Hagler et al. [2] in Texas
Instruments consists of a line of tilted nozzles to lift and propel the wafers. The
lateral positioning is realized by contact guides. IBM also proposed some air
track systems relying on similar principles and able to transport and to position
wafers in open loop [5, 4, 6, 3]. Unfortunately, none of these systems have
been applied to any semiconductor manufacturing processes because of their
higher running cost, their difficulties in stable transportation and positioning
operations of the floating wafer, etc.
In 1997, Toda et al. [46, 47] improved the concept and made a transfer system
for 12” wafers. The wafer track consists of a perforated plate with 0.5 mm-
diameter holes intended for various functions such as floating, propelling and
capturing, centering, rotating. The gas flow from these holes is controlled by a
wafer-positioning sensor. Transport times of less than 15 sec, from wafer moving
at 0.12 m/s to wafer stopping, were achieved in the 0.8 m-long wafer transport
track. An additional suction hole is used to improved the centering of the wafer
and braking the wafer motion and its speed. Positioning repeatability values of
0.18 mm in the x-direction and 0.15 mm in the y-direction are reported (without
feedback).
More recently, similar systems have been investigated by Moon and Hwang
[48] and by Kim and Shin [49, 50]. Kim and Shin proposed some methods to
compute the precise position on the wafer with cheap photo proximity sensors
but no experimental performances are reported.
In a different field, the Xerox PARK paper handling system [20, 21, 22] uses
1,152 directed air-jets in a 35 cm × 35 cm array to manipulate paper sheets.
Each jet is separately controlled by an independent electrostatic zip valve. 25
linear CMOS sensor bars of 1280 pixels each are integrated between actuators
to sense and control the paper position. The levitation-transport system uses
two arrays of 1 mm-diameter holes tilted at 45◦ that are arranged in opposition
to one another across a small gap in which the paper is located. The system
has demonstrated closed-loop positioning repeatability in the order of 0.025 mm
and trajectory tracking with typical velocity about 30 mm/s.
The system designed by Takaki et al. [51] is different from the conventional
tilted air-jet array. They realize a variation of air jetting directions by changing
the overlapped nozzle holes between two plates. The lower plate has an array
of regular hole for inlet air and an array of nozzles are placed on top of it.
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Figure 1: Principle and modeling of air-bearing surfaces.
The upper plate is translated and rotated by parallel mechanism and its motion
creates the variation of air-jetting directions. The manipulated object is 20 mm
by 20 mm in size and the maximum set point regulation error is about 7mm.
At a smaller scale, some tilted air-jet manipulators have been developed to
move millimeter-sized object. The first device was introduced by Konishi and
Fujita in 1994 [7]. An array of controllable micro air-jet valves were fabricated on
a silicon wafer using a batch-processing technique. Not only did they fabricate
micro air-jet valves, but also proposed the concept of distributed manipulation
using micro actuator arrays.
In 1998, Hirata et al. [52, 53] designed a one-dimensional micro-conveyor.
The fabrication combines microelectro-discharge machining and wet-etching.
Maximal motion speed of 50 mm/s are demonstrated with a 3x3 mm struc-
tured silicon part. In 2006, Fukuta et al. [23, 24, 25] developped a new concept
of MEMS-based air-jet manipulator composed of rows of controllable microactu-
ators. The Fukuta’s device is able to produce an array of tilted air-jets thanks
to integrated electrostatic valves in its back side. In their experiments a flat
plastic object was successfully moved with a speed of 8.3 mm/s.
Recently, Yahiaoui et al. [54, 55] proposed a micro-conveyor concept and
its implementation. The micro-conveyor is a 9×9 mm2 surface able to move
millimeter-sized planar objects in the four cardinal directions using air flows.
Thanks to a specific design, the air flow comes through a network of micro-
channels connected to an array of micro-nozzles. Thus, the micro-conveyor
generates an array of tilted air jets that lifts and moves the object in the re-
quired direction. The micro-conveyor is able to move the object with a speed up
to 137 mm/s in less than 100 ms whereas the positioning repeatability is around
0.018 mm with feedback control [56]. Numerical estimations based on an identi-
fied model shows that the speed could reach 456 mm/s if several micro-conveyors
were used to form a conveying line.
The performances of the presented devices are reported in Table 1.
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3 Force Modeling
3.1 Levitation forces
A general assumption for the modeling of air-bearing tables is that the fluid is
incompressible since used pressure is only several kilopascals near atmosphere.
The lifting force exerted on the object can by divided in two components. The
first one, the aerodynamic force, is the result of the collision of the air jet to the
object back side. The momentum-flux conservation in the direction z gives:
FL1 = kρqeUe = kρ
q2e
a
(1)
where k is the number of covered holes, ρ the fluid density, qe the supplied gas
flow rate per each hole, Ue the exit speed of gas in nozzle, a the section area of
a hole.
In air-bearing tables, the aerodynamic force is usually negligible with re-
spect to the aerostatic component. The aerostatic force is due to the distribu-
tion p(x, y) of pressure beneath the substrate. This force can be calculated by
integrating the pressure over the under surface S of the object:
FL2 =
∫∫
S
p(x, y) dxdy (2)
The pressure distribution is very complex in general, especially since the air
jets from the table impinge on the underside of the object at various points
nonsymmetrically. Indeed, the pressure distribution depends on the location
of the holes, of the flow rates, of the shape of the object and of the levitation
height.
Even for simple case such as a disk centered on a single hole, an exact
solution of the Navier-Stokes equation appears to be difficult. Since 1970s, a
number of theoretical and experimental studies have been made [58, 59]. In
2000, McDonald proposed an approximate solution for a disk centered on a
single hole assuming that the velocity is purely radial [60]. McDonald also
stated a condition for this solution to be valid.
The McDonald’s original equations depend on pressure differences between
the center and the edge of the disk. For practical reasons, we rewrote it in terms
of volumetric inflow:
p(r) =
6µqe
pih3
ln
rd
r
(3)
where rd is the radius of the disk, r the distance to the hole (r > rd), µ the
dynamic viscosity of air and h the levitation height.
The approximated aerostatic force is then:
FL2 =
3µqeS
pih3
(4)
where S = pir2d is the surface of the disk.
This equation stands for a disk centered on a single hole on a thin air film
but experiments showed that it is also a reasonable approximation for different
8
Figure 2: Principle and modeling of tilted air-jet manipulators.
shapes and multiple holes tables. In this case, qe is simply the sum of the flow
of the air jets that impinge on the underside of the object.
More precise results can be obtained using numerical integration as proposed
by [31, 61].
3.2 Drag forces
When moving on the air-bearing, the substrate is slow down by the air resis-
tance. In [46], Toda et al. proposed that the resistance force is the sum of
the frictional resistance FD1 acting on the upper surface, the drag force FD2
acting on the edge, and the frictional resistance FD3 acting on the underside
(cf. Figure 1).
The frictional resistance can be calculated by :
FD1 =
∫∫ L(y)
0
τw(x) dxdy (5)
where L(y) is the width of the upper surface for a position y normal to the
direction of the displacement of the object. τw(x) is the local wall shear stress
defined by τw(x) = 0.332V
√
ρµV
x for laminar flow [62]. V is the object speed
along direction X.
The drag force acting on the edge is defined by:
FD2 =
1
2
ρCDAV
2 (6)
where CD is the drag coefficient, A the cross-sectional area of the object
The frictional resistance acting on the underside can be described by a Cou-
ette’s flow and calculated by:
FD3 =
µS
h
V (7)
3.3 Forces generated by tilted air-jets
The first attempt in modeling wafer transportation systems was done by Paivanas
and Hassan in 1979 [4, 5, 6]. Authors assumed low Reynolds viscous, incom-
pressible, steady, and purely radial flow between plates to model the air bearing.
However, the tilted air-jet flow was not modeled analytically.
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A complete model of wafer transportation systems has been proposed later
by Toda et al. [46]. In addition to resistance forces already presented in sec-
tion 3.2, the wafer is propelled by the action of tilted air-jets (cf. Figure 2). The
tangential force FP exerted by a sole covered jet on the wafer can be calculated
according to a drag force equation:
FP =
1
2
ρCPaU
2
e sin θ =
1
2
ρCP
q2e
a
sin θ (8)
where CP is a dimensionless coefficient and θ the inclination angle of the holes
from the vertical.
In its paper, Toda did not provide any experimental validation of his model.
But, Moon and Hwang [48] applied it to an air track system moving 300 mm
wafers. The propulsive force coefficient CP has been evaluated by experimental
and numerical study in [63]. Depending of the flow speed, the values goes from
1.19 for Ue = 150 m/s to 1.45 for Ue = 25.5 m/s. They showed that the
computed values of the speed of the wafer are larger than the experimental ones
by a factor from 10% up to 47% depending of the spatial configuration of the
holes.
To confirm the observation, we applied the equation 8 on the Xerox paper
mover to evaluate CP . The flow through an opened valve is given to be 0.02 L/s.
Given that the diameter of the holes is 1 mm, the air speed Ue is about 25.5 m/s.
Biegelsen et al. [21] measured the force of a jet to be 0.17 mN. Using these values,
we found that CP is about 0.78. This calculus confirms that the value found by
Moon and Hwang may be overestimated.
Another problem of this model is the assumption that the force of the jet
on the wafer is punctual. In fact, due to air-jet spreading, the action of the air
extends beyond the wafer by several centimeters. Moreover, covered jets close
to the edge of the wafer and directed to the outside direction do not transmit
all their momentum before leaving the underside of the wafer.
When the object is small and does not cover many holes, this model is not
appropriate. This is for example the case for micro-systems. The air flow is
mainly acting on the edge of the object. Considering that an array of air-
jets produces a global air flow over the surface that have a major horizontal
component, Chapuis et al. [64] proposed to use the basic formulation of the
drag force to calculate the action of the air on the object:
FP =
1
2
ρCPAU¯
2 (9)
where U¯ is the horizontal mean speed of the flow over the surface.
This model has been applied to the Yahiaoui’s micro-conveyor in [56]. The
experimental results show very good agreements with the theory. The identified
values of CD go from 0.62 to 1.27 depending of the chosen air speed. In addition,
they showed that the speed of air U¯ can be considered as proportional to the
total flow rate that supplies the micro-conveyor.
3.4 Forces generated by potential air-flow
The flow patterns created by punctual air sinks are predictable using potential
flow theory where the velocity field is the negative gradient of the potential [62].
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Figure 3: Principle and modeling of air-flow manipulators.
The potential function for an air sink is:
φ(r, θ) = λ ln r (10)
where (r, θ) are the polar coordinates and λ the surface flow (m2/s). The surface
flow λ is equal to qe/h where qe is the gas flow rate (negative for a sink) and h
the air gap.
The velocity field is in the polar and cartesian forms:{
Ur = λ/r
Uθ = 0
or
{
Ux = λx/(x
2 + y2)
Uy = λy/(x
2 + y2)
(11)
This velocity field is also valid for a vertical air-jet that impinges from the
surface. In this case, λ is also proportional to the gas flow rate through the
orifice [17].
As the floating object is manipulated in the velocity field, the total exerting
force on the object is the integration of the point wise force over the surface of
the object. As the integration and the derivative are both linear operation, the
order of the computation is interchangeable and it creates the concept of lifted
potential function (LPF) firstly introduced by Bohringer [65].
The LPF provides the net force and moment on the object.
FPx(q) = −
∫
D(q)
∂u
∂ξ
dξdη = −∂U
∂x
(q), (12)
FPy (q) = −
∫
D(q)
∂u
∂η
dξdη = −∂U
∂y
(q), (13)
MP (q) = −∂U
∂θ
(q) (14)
The net force exerting on the object in the force field is referred as lifted
force. Green’s theorem can further reduce the computation of the lifted force
to a path integral instead of a surface integral.
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 FPxFPy
MP
 =
 − ∫S udy− ∫
S
udx∫
s
u(~x− ~xr) · ~tds
 = [ [∫S unˆds]∫
S
u(~x− ~xr) · ~tds
]
(15)
where nˆ is the unit normal vector to the boundary of the object, xˆr is an
arbitrarily selected reference point on the object, and ~t is the unit tangential
vector to the object boundary.
When the shape of the manipulating object is complex, the integration is
computed numerically. In case of numeral computation, it is better to use path
integral forms. The computational issues are discussed in [13]. When there are
multiple flow sinks, the lifted force field can be computed from superposition of
the lifted force fields for each flow sink (cf. Figure 3).
3.5 Summary
Regardless of the principle of propulsion (air flow, tilted air-jets, etc.), the object
is subject to the sum of all the flows, air-jets and drag forces. The total forces
and moment can be expressed by a linear relation to volume flows of sinks or
air jets. This general formulation can be written as:F¯PxF¯Py
M¯P
 = T ×
q¯e,1...
q¯e,n
 (16)
where n is the number of sinks or air-jets and q¯e,i is the volume flow of sinks or
the square volume flow in case of titled air jets. T is the transmission matrix
that coefficients depend on the principle of propulsion and on the object shape
(its size is 3× n).
Finally, the equation of the motion of the object is:
m
dV
dt
= k ∗ F¯P − F¯D (17)
where m is the wafer mass and F¯D the sum of drag force. The same equation
stands for the rotation.
The transfer functions of the dynamic part of the model is then:
G(s) =
X(s)
FP (s)
=
1
ms2 + CF s
(18)
where CF is a constant that groups the coefficients of friction.
The static and dynamic parts of the model can be represented by the block
diagram of Figure 4.
4 Passive manipulation
Unlike a unit radial field which is generated from a programmed actuator ar-
rays [65], the lifted logarithmic field is not necessarily monotonically increasing
when the object translates rigidly with increasing x-coordinate. Because the
lifted logarithmic potential has local minima and maxima, we cannot simply
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Tq¯e,1...
q¯e,n

1
ms2+CF s
F¯PxF¯Py
M¯
 xy
α

Figure 4: Synthetic model of object motion. x, y and α are respectively the
position and the orientation of the object.
guarantee the uniqueness of the equilibrium in general. Also, as the flow field is
conserved, in other words, the total inflow must be the same as the total out-
flow in a closed boundary region, the equilibria are categorized into stable ones
and unstable ones. It is also important to know the stability of the equilibrium
because stable ones can be used for passive air flow manipulation. For a simply
connected object in a set of logarithmic radial fields, at least one sink lies on
the object at stable equilibrium pose [40]. Equivalently, no stable equilibrium
can exist when any simply connected object does not cover any sink.
A properly established air flow field from a small number of isolated flow
sinks will manipulate an object to a predictable pose equilibrium. By sequen-
tially applying squeeze-like flow fields, flat objects are successfully manipulated
using passive air flows in [15]. The manipulating speed is very limited due to
the low viscosity of air flow, but it can be improved by applying pulsing air
bearing at the bottom of the floating object. The pulsing air bearing provides
the air cushion only for a very short time, thus the manipulating flow induces
the motion for a very short time. Such an air bearing has an effect of increasing
the friction at the bottom of the object and prevents undesirable overshooting
motion.
When the flow field is generated from a region of sink (not from isolated flow
sinks), the net force exerting on the object becomes linear to the distance from
the sink to the center of the object. Such a property is firstly introduced in [40]
for a circular object and further generalized in [14] for quadratic potential force
fields.
A general form of quadratic potential fields in plane is represented as follows.
u(~p) = ~pT
[
cxx cxy
cxy cyy
]
~p+
[
cx cy
]
~p+ c (19)
where ~p =
[
x y
]T
is the position vector in global coordinates. Quadratic
force fields are generated from the negative gradient of the potential, therefore
they are linear. Such linear force fields (Q) can be parameterized with five
variables, stiffness coefficients in two directions (Kx,Ky), the orientation of
the force field (φf ), and the center position of the force field (~p0 = [x
′
0y0]
T ).
Depending on the stiffness coefficients, four types of force fields can be generated.
They are elliptic field (KxKy > 0), hyperbolic field (KxKy < 0), critical field
(Kx = 0 or Ky = 0), and constant field (Kx = Ky = 0). As elliptic force
fields with positive stiffness coefficients are stable, they use them for set-point
position control of an object in a passive way.
Active trajectory following can be also realizable with a sequential oper-
ation of such linear force fields by parametrizing them into translational and
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 xy
α

Figure 5: The inverse modeling control architecture.
centrifugal force fields. The key methodology in active superposition of lin-
ear force fields is to superimpose motion component force fields and to solve
optimization problem in determining the best force field strength [12].
5 Active control of manipulation
Most of the systems use very simple on/off switches to change the rule of the
device (propelling, capturing, centering, rotating). The task is then realized
passively by the spatial configuration of air jets and suction points.
In the case of micro-systems, positioning tasks are usually done with inter-
mittent air flow (or air pulse) to move the object step-by-steps [7, 66, 56]. The
duration of the pulse is constant or dependent of the distance to the target
position.
More advanced systems relies on closed-loop controls based on inverse mod-
eling. The key assumption in inverse modeling control is that a plant can be
made to track an input command signal when this signal is applied to a con-
troller whose transfer function approximates the inverse of the plant’s transfer
function. In case of studied devices and neglecting the dynamics of the estab-
lishment of the flow, the dynamics of the object in the flow is simply a first
order with integrator (cf. Equation 18). Thus only the inversion of the static
part of the model is required.
5.1 Inverse modeling control
The usual inverse modeling architecture is depicted in Figure 5. The controller
calculates the forces and moment to apply to the object according to the position
errors. Then the inverse filter takes the desired forces and torque as input
variables and determines the air flow rates qe,i of each suction point or air jet
as an output variable. If the inverse model is accurate, the composite system
(inverse filter + plant) is simply reduced to three independent SISO systems
each one being a first order with integrator. This allows simple control designs
as PD/PID to be utilized.
The problem that arises is then the solving of the linear system described by
Equation 16. In general, this system is underdeterminated and has an infinite
number of solutions, if any. Nevertheless not all the solutions are physically
feasible. For instance, the least squares solution given by the Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse generally gives flow values qe,i that are too big or negative. How-
ever, this idea has been applied with success by Iwaki et al. [67] but with a
device that have only three controlled air jets.
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5.2 Static decoupling
In some specific cases, it is possible to introduce some linear dependencies be-
tween unknowns so that the system has only one solution.
This strategy has been used for example by Wesselingh et al. [68] to control
his wafer positioner. The 36 cells of the device was supplied by 8 proportional
fast piezo valves controlling the pressure. Then static decoupling of the degrees
of freedom are used to calculate the pressure to be applied to the valves according
to the position error.
5.3 Hierarchical force allocator
Jackson et al. [22, 57] used also the inverse scheme to control the Xerox paper
mover. The paper sheet location and orientation are passed on to a proportional
derivative controller. This controller compares the object position and orienta-
tion to a target trajectory, and computes the translational control forces and
moment to be exerted on the object in order to have the object’s motion match
the pre-specified target trajectory. Then an actuator allocator determines the
allocation for the air jets in order to produce the desired forces and torques.
The role of the actuator allocator is to determine which directed jets to ac-
tivate in order to provide forces that best approximate these requested forces.
They propose to solve the force allocation problem as a constrained optimization
problem: 
minimize d(qe,1, . . . , qe,n)
such that T.

qe,1
...
qe,n
 =
FPxFPy
MP

where the objective function d expresses the desirability of possible solutions.
For small numbers of jets, an optimal assignment of actuation can be ob-
tained by exhaustive search, because the valves have only two states (opened or
closed). If the numbers of actuators is large, Jackson et al. proposed to decom-
pose into smaller subproblems using continuous solutions as approximations. It
consists of grouping the jets into modules and then assigning responsibility to
produce the required forces to each groups. Because of the discrete nature of
the actuation, the solution is not guaranteed to be globally optimal.
Jackson et al. explored several possibilities of linear decomposition and
found a tradeoff between the error and the computation time. Numerical sim-
ulation showed that their hybrid hierarchical-optimal algorithm work well even
with thousands of actuators.
5.4 Linear programming
In order to save energy, Delettre et al. [17] proposed to use the total air con-
sumption as objective function d. They also introduced some lower and upper
limits to constraint the volume flow of each actuator. The previous optimization
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problem becomes then a linear program:
minimize
∑n
i=1 qe,i
such that T.

qe,1
...
qe,n
 =
FPxFPy
MP

and qmin ≤ qe,i ≤ qmax for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
The linear program consists in minimizing the linear objective function, under
a set of linear constraints that have to be satisfied. A well known and efficient
method for solving such a program is the simplex method.
Another advantage of this approach is that it is possible to know if there is a
solution or not. This can be used to determine the maximal forces and moment
that can be applied to the object by the air flow.
This general method have been validated experimentally on an air flow ma-
nipulator composed of 56 vertical air jets acting as sinks (cf. Section 2.3). At
the rate of 30 Hz, three independent PID controllers evaluate the forces and
moment to apply to the object according to the position errors. Then, the
transmission matrix T is computed and the simplex method is ran to activate
the proper air jets.
6 Discussion and Conclusion
Non-prehensile pneumatic manipulation has been used for about a century, but
implementation of manipulation devices has been developed since silicon wafer
processing technologies were mature. Rigorous modeling and control have been
performed in relatively recent years. In this review paper, we provide theoret-
ical levitation force modeling of air bearing and manipulation force modeling
for titled air jets and potential flows. Also, we discuss the issue of open loop
set-point control and feedback control using such air flows. In case of passive
manipulation, analytical equilibrium conditions are useful in set-point control
of an object using sequential operation of flow patterns. However, it is not so
obvious what sequence of flow sinks should be placed where to have a stable tra-
jectory following. Such a trajectory planning with linear force fields is discussed
in Section 4, but no rigorous experimental verification has been performed. Ac-
tive feedback control is also implementable using visual feedback of the object
location and an inverse model of the air flow action.
Due to the low viscosity of the air, many devices employ the pulsed air bear-
ing at the bottom of the floating object or the pulsed air flows for generating
induced flows for manipulation. Mainly the low viscosity causes the critical lim-
itation of pneumatic manipulation, low damping factors and bad settling time.
To improve the speed of manipulation, the valve dynamics that operates the ma-
nipulation flow should be improved. Faster sensing and control law computation
would increase the response time of the system. Therefore, decentralization of
the sensing and control architecture would improve the speed. Some attempts
have been done to decentralized the control and the sensing, notably by static
decoupling and FPGA processing [66] and by reinforcement learning [69, 70].
However the problem is still largely open.
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Levitation of fragile large flat objects from a solid contact surface is one of the
merits of pneumatic manipulation. However, smaller parts are harder to levitate
notably through the unfavourable weight/lift force ratio. It is not reported if
micro size objects can be manipulated with pneumatic manipulation devices.
Also, the aspect ratio of the object is an issue in levitation and manipulation.
If the aspect ratio of an object is close to one, the object may not be anymore
treated as a flat object. In this case, the edge effect may not be neglected. The
most of devices in this review deal with two dimensional objects. Although
there are literatures available about the levitation of a ball in the air based
on Coanda effect [71], no device so far is reported to manipulate true three
dimensional objects.
Although many previous work dream of using pneumatic manipulation in
industrial applications, most of research is only to show the feasibility of the
basic idea. In order to be implemented industrial applications, the performance
of actuation speed and repeatability accuracy must be improved.
Nomenclature
α object orientation
λ surface flow
µ dynamic viscosity of air
ρ air density
θ inclination angle of the nozzles from the vertical
A cross-sectional area of the object
a section area of a nozzle
CD drag coefficient
CF friction coefficient
CP propulsive force coefficient
FD drag force
FL lifting force
FP propulsive force
h levitation height
M propulsive moment
m object mass
n number of sinks or air-jets
p pressure beneath the object
qe volume rate flowing through a nozzle
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S under surface area of the object
T transmission matrix
U horizontal velocity field of the flow over the surface
Ue exit speed of air in nozzle
V object speed along direction X
x object position along direction X
y object position along direction Y
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